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FLJALIC SCHOGT-

Alumnus Talk

Journey from RDPS to Google

Mr. Shashank Gupta, B.Tech (NSIT (CSE).

Working with Google, as a software engineer.

RDPS, Pitampura

GLH

19.12.17; I I :30 a.m. to l:00 pm

IX- XII Coniputer Science students and faculty

Student's Workshop
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OB]ECTIYES:

. l.r apprise the students about the latest technological developments in the field of computer science and expected skill set

::. the profession.

I To thcilitate students to understand the expectations of the job market in context to International scenario to inculcate the

:ppropriate attitude, communication and thinking skills (ACT) for success in getting through the higher education

institutes and profession as well as success in the same.

-: Ti, srenqthen tl.re netrvorking between the alumni and the school to promote strategic collaborations that can suppofi

,:- -: '. rrlssr..:r as nell as con-rr-r-rur-ritr's initiatires.

:;.ir.,,ri!i L{rc ililportance of school years in equipping them rvith the essential life skills.

DESCRIPTION:

In continuation of the series of Alumnus talk, Mr. Shashank Cupta of 2010 batch mesmerized the Computer Science

enihusiasts of classes IX to XII by sharing his mernories and learning of school time. He explained the role of schooi, its

curriculum and teachers in facilitating them to achieve what he intended to. His citation of the need to study computer science

and programming in school would no doubt help in making current batches realise their impoftance in taking up the subject

and help them to stride ahead with confidence.

Being also involved in recruitment at Google, he explained to students what is expected by the industry. Further, the resource

person elaborated on programming as a career option by sharing his experiences in the same field. He guided the students

about the current IT trends, fields to go for in computer science (specificalll' ensineering). He also discussed about the top-

notch colleges and universities for pursuing computer science and other related career options. He also enlightened the

students about the IIT/JEE exams; about the learning materia[ and strategies to be implemented for its preparation. He shared

different weblinks which students can refer to for practice of problem solving questions, along with his email id with students

if they want to ask more questions in future.
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